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number n=65. The first pulse formed a Rydberg wave 

packet. After a delay of half a Kepler period, during 

which time the first wave packet moved to the outer 

turning point of the orbit, the second pulse was inci

dent on the atom. By controlling the delay between the 

two pulses to a fraction of an optical period the phase 

of the deBroglie wave was similarly controlled. M u c h 

later the third pulse was sent into the beam after the 

two wave packets had propagated far enough so that 

they overlapped. The pulse then acted as a Ramsey-

fringe probe of the fringe pattern when the Rydberg 

population was read out. This was done by ionizing 

the the atoms with a dc electric field pulse and collect

ing the ions with an electron multiplier. 

This experiment is one example of several kinds of 

interferometers that can be set up to study the coher

ence properties of electrons within atoms. Very similar 

schemes will allow the study of the coherence proper

ties of nuclear or electron wave functions within mole

cules. 3 
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Figure 1 (left). A c o m p a r i s o n of the optical and wave packet ver

s ions of Young's interferometer. In the first c o l u m n , one of the slits 

of the optical interferometer is b locked . This is ana logous to excit

ing only one wave packet which is al lowed to orbit freely. As the 

wave packet orbits it s p r e a d s and structures form which are known 

a s fractional revivals. At the one-half fractional (1/2 TR) revival the 

wave packet is split into two miniature repl icas of the original wave 

packet . In the s e c o n d co lumn the other slit of the optical interferom

eter is b locked . The wave packet in this c a s e s tar ts on the opposi te 

s ide of the orbit. However, after evolving for 1/2 T R the wave pack

ets in the first two c o l u m n s look identical , that is they exactly s p a 

tially overlap. At this t ime, strong interference is s e e n when the two 

are a d d e d coherently just a s interference fr inges are s e e n when 

both slits of the optical interferometer are o p e n . The three pictures 

in the bottom of the third co lumn are the interference patterns for 

three particular p h a s e relat ionships between the two initially excited 

wave packets . 
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Q uasi-zero-dimensional systems have been proposed 

as superior gain media for a laser because they 

should exhibit a delta-function like density of states 

and therefore a high inversion and a low lasing thresh

old. We present theoretical and experimental studies of 

the ultrafast dynamics of optical gain in strongly con

fined CdSe quantum dots in a glass matrix, which serve 

as a model system for quasi-zero-dimension semicon

ductors.1,2 

The particle size (R=25 Å) in these semiconductor 

systems is only half the size of the bulk exciton Bohr 

radius, leading to a large separation of the quantized 

energy levels. By optically pumping into the lowest ener

gy levels one should be able to study bleaching and gain 

dynamics. The experiments were conducted with 115 

fsec pump pulses and a femtosecond white-light contin

uum. 

Figure la shows results for the nonlinear absorption 

under increasing p u m p intensity for a p u m p probe 

delay of 5 psec. The gain region develops below the 

absorption edge, which stretches at highest intensities 

over more than 100 nm spectral width. Ga in is also 

found below the lowest quantized energy level. 

Time-resolved measurements show that the gain is 

created within a few hundred femtoseconds, in contrast 

to gain build-up times of several picoseconds in higher 

dimensional systems, e.g., quantum wells. This fast gain 

bui ld-up is due to the instantaneous creation of the 

gain at the localization site, i.e., inside the quantum dot, 

without the necessity of a migration process to a local 

potential min imum, as required in quantum wells. The 

gain lasts for about 200 psec and decays faster at the 

high energy side of the spectrum. These observations 

could be modeled using a multi-level model that takes 
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excitons (one electron-hole pair) and biexcitons (two 
electron-hole pairs) into account (see inset to Fig. la). 
The agreement of the calculations with the experiment 
is excellent (see Fig. 1b). The strong confinement leads 
to a multitude of transitions due to valence band split
ting and Coulomb interaction between the carriers,3 

which lift degeneracies and change selection rules. The 
main transitions responsible for gain formation are 
from biexcitons to excitons (see inset to Fig. lb). 
Biexciton to excited exciton transitions are responsible 
for gain below the absorption edge. In strongly con
fined quantum dots, the Pauli exclusion principle for
bids carriers with the same spin at the same energy level 
in a single dot, and hence bandgap renormalization 
does not occur. Contrast this to bulk or quantum well 
semiconductors, where exchange interaction in an elec
tron-hole plasma leads to a bandgap renormalization. 

To confirm the coupled multi-level model, we per
formed three pulse pump-probe experiments in the 
gain region of the quantum dots. As expected, several 
coupled levels showed simultaneously induced absorp
tion (reduced gain) in response to a femtosecond pump 
pulse tuned into the gain region. Careful analysis of the 
linewidth of the spectral hole width inside the gain 
region showed that the dephasing times remained 
rather constant throughout the gain bandwidth.4 This 
is yet another confirmation that the gain mechanism 
cannot originate in a plasma, because in bulk semicon
ductors and quantum wells a drastic increase of the 
dephasing times toward the transparency point is 
expected, as observed.5 

We believe that the multi-level model including exci
tons and biexcitons for gain in quasi-zero-dimensional 
systems can also be extended to gain processes in II-VI 
semiconductor quantum wells, where localized excitons 
form a quasi-zero-dimensional system. The very broad 
gain region in the quantum dot system should find its 
application in the creation of extremely short pulses in 
a modelocked system. 
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Figure la. The linear and nonlinear absorption of the quantum dots 
is shown under increasing pump intensity (from top to bottom) at 
5 psec. Gain occurs when αL is below zero. The inset shows the 
multi-level model diagram, consisting of the ground state |0>, exci
ton states |x> and biexciton states [xx>. 

Figure lb. Absorption of the quantum dots as calculated with the 
multi-level model for increasing pump intensity. The inset shows the 
dipole-allowed transitions between exciton states to the ground 
state (above zero) and biexcitons to excitons (below zero). 
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